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“In an age that values faster and faster travel, Lane’s river memoir affirms the great value of

floating and observing.”—Booklist Three months after a family vacation in Costa Rica ends in

tragedy when two fellow rafters die on the flooded Rio Reventazón, John Lane sets out with

friends from his own backyard in upcountry South Carolina to calm his nerves and to paddle to

the sea.Like Huck Finn, Lane sees a river journey as a portal to change, but unlike Twain’s

character, Lane isn’t escaping. He’s getting intimate with the river that flows right past his home

in the Spartanburg suburbs. Lane’s three-hundred-mile float trip takes him down the Broad

River and into Lake Marion before continuing down the Santee River. Along the way, Lane

recounts local history and spars with streamside literary presences such as Mind of the

South author W. J. Cash; Henry Savage, author of the Rivers of America Series volume on the

Santee; novelist and Pulitzer Prize–winner Julia Peterkin; early explorer John Lawson; and poet

and outdoor writer Archibald Rutledge. Lane ponders the sites of old cotton mills; abandoned

locks, canals, and bridges; ghost towns fallen into decay a century before; Indian mounds;

American Revolutionary and Civil War battle sites; nuclear power plants; and boat landings.

Along the way he encounters a cast of characters Twain himself would envy—perplexed

fishermen, catfish cleaners, river rats, and a trio of drug-addled drifters on a lonely boat dock

a day’s paddle from the sea.By the time Lane and his companions finally approach the ocean

about forty miles north of Charleston, they have to fight the tide and set a furious pace.

Through it all, paddle stroke by paddle stroke, Lane is reminded why life and rivers have

always been wedded together.

From the Back CoverThis volume comprises select papers presented during TRANSOILCOLD

2019. It covers the challenges and problems faced by engineers, designers, contractors, and

infrastructure owners during planning and building of transport infrastructure in Arctic and cold

regions. The contents of this book will be of use to researchers and professional engineers

alike.About the AuthorDr Andrei Petriaev is a senior researcher in the Emperor Alexander I St.

Petersburg State Transport University, Russia and the President of Russian Chapter of IGS. Dr

Petriaev's research expertise is in geoecology and the geotechnics of railways and road

design, with specific focus on the challenges faced in cold and arid regions. He has served

as the conference chair for the Transportation Geotechnics and Geoecology conference in

2017, and on the scientific committee for various other conferences.Dr Anastasia Konon is an

associate professor in Emperor Alexander I St. Petersburg State Transport University, Russia,

where she joined in 2005. Dr Konon's research interests are primarily in road and railway

engineering, with specific emphasis on the geotechnical challenges faced in cold and arid

environmental conditions. She has worked as a technician, researcher and engineer in railway

design and geotechnics projects for JSC Russian Railways, and has served as the conference

secretary for Transportation Geotechnics and Geoecology conference in 2017, and on the

scientific committee for various other conferences. 
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top of the hill, Venable Vermont, with his long, salt-and-pepper beard, looked like John Brown

or John Muir back from the dead. The late March air was crisp but not cold. “Fifty-five degrees

with a forecast of rain,” Venable called to me in the yard below, where I had gathered my

paddling gear. The long-term weather report looked ominous as well. Weather.com showed

cold fronts stacked up like green blobs one after another all the way west from South Carolina

to California. Years had passed since I’d seen such a wet forecast. I watched as the big

Alaskan picked up his dry bag and small lunch cooler and carried them toward the river. Then

he came back for his boat.Venable hefted his Dagger canoe up Northwoods-portage style,

balancing it on his shoulders with his head inside, and took off down the trail. All I could see

were his legs, his lower torso, his hands balanced on the upside-down gunnels, and the bottom

swell of his huge beard bouncing with each step. I watched as my partner for the first eight

days of my paddle to the sea descended our backyard trail. I fell in behind, carrying down the

rest of my own gear.I’d met Venable a few years before when he’d shown up with his mother,

Martha, at a Spartanburg bookstore for a signing of my book Chattooga. He had been home

from Alaska for several weeks to hunt, and we’d hit it off right away, sharing a love of rivers and

literature. Venable’s like no one I’ve ever known. Everything about him is larger than life—his

beard, his voice, his adventures. He’s local born in Spartanburg, but he’s Harvard educated in

geology, and he attended law school at the University of South Carolina. When he read John

McPhee’s Coming into the Country at age twenty-eight he took an extended road trip to Alaska

with his brother John, and he hasn’t lived in South Carolina since. He married a native-born

Alaskan, raised two sons, and rose all the way in the legal establishment to assistant attorney

general before retiring at fifty-five. Venable’s no Alaskan back-tothe-lander, but he likes to do

things back-to-the-landers do: hunt, tie flies, paddle canoes down remote rivers, fish for

salmon, and smoke the salmon. Since we’d connected, we’d taken several day trips on South

Carolina rivers and talked of an extended multiday trip.Now Venable and I would be paddling

together for eight days and about one hundred and fifty miles. On the eighth day, Venable

would hand me off to my neighbor Steve Patton, who was scheduled to meet us at the U.S. 601



bridge on the Congaree River in midstate South Carolina. We’d switch out canoes there, drive

around Lake Marion, and continue over a hundred miles down the old Santee River to the sea.

On the eleventh day, Steve and I would meet up with two filmmaker friends in a power boat at

the U.S. 17 bridge on the coast of South Carolina, where they’d shadow our canoe on the final

push through the Santee Delta.Long-range river voyaging was quite common in the eighteenth

and even nineteenth centuries, when terms like portage—used to describe the act of

transporting a boat around an obstacle, derived from the Anglo-French word for carrying or

transporting—were in fluent use. The roads were bad back then, so people often took to the

waterways. Everyone who has read The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn longs to kick back and

float a river. “Low bridge—everybody down—low bridge—’cause we’re coming to a town. …

Fifteen miles on the Erie Canal,” I sang in elementary school. Does anyone sing that song in

school anymore? First the railroads killed river travel; now interstates are the new asphalt

rivers, moving freight from town to town. Old rivers flowing under bridge crossings are like

ghosts.The only thing that has not been killed about river travel is the restless desire that Huck

felt to “light out for the territories.” That desire to escape everyday life shows up in less watery

narratives such as Don Quixote, On the Road, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance,

and Blue Highways.By the time I lit out for my own version of the territories, I’d shaped my river

dream into a personal river manifesto: Paddle if you can, but walk the shore if you have to;

bushwhack, trespass, or tramp, but find the way the water flows and follow it as far as it goes. If

you can do it in a boat, it’s even better. If your stream is big enough to float your craft, you are

in one of the last great commons known to mankind: navigable waters. As long as you stay with

the flow, you have every right to be where you are, paddling to the sea.Huck also taught us that

paddling is very different from going overland. It’s easy to fall here into timeworn clichés about

water—that the river is life—or its source—and that the sea is a sort of merging with primordial

waters. The sea is also a sort of death, if you take the point of view of the river. All linear flow

ends there.Several years earlier, paddling to the sea had become a dormant dream when

historic heat and drought set in all over South Carolina. I had been determined to paddle to the

sea by myself and had borrowed a solo sit-on-top Dagger sea kayak, bought lightweight gear,

and stocked up on lightweight backpacking dinners. I’d sketched out a comfortable low-water

schedule that would put me at the Lake Marion dam in ten days, where Steve Patton would

meet me for the final push to the sea. But in early August 2007, when I was to depart, the

temperatures had peaked at 105, with four days in a row at 104. That week was the hottest on

record. There had not been a drop of rain in over a month, and South Carolina rivers were at

historic low levels. As the temperature topped out that week, my wife, Betsy, had a recurring

image of me sprawled along the riverside in eighteen inches of water trying to stay cool in the

midday sun. I bailed out on that plan a few days before I was scheduled to launch. Not long

after, I abandoned the entire idea of paddling to the sea. I didn’t see how I could bring myself to

do the trip alone.Once Venable reached the muddy trail along the creek, he eased the big

canoe to the ground. He stood in the misting rain, ready to depart, taking in the vision of the

South Carolina spring beginning to emerge. The trail along the creek was a tunnel of newly

leafed box elder, cottonwood, paw paw, and river birch, native species found along all the

piedmont streams. The fresh leaves were all the more intense because of the misting rain. In a

week or two the trail would be covered with fluffy cottonwood seed, and it would look like a late-

season snow had fallen. I looked down at the thirty-foot-wide current flowing past and felt

relieved we would have enough water to float over the sandbars and rocks of Lawson’s Fork,

the toughest section of our trip.Eight or nine hours later we’d get to my friend Louie Philip’s

land. This first day was to be one of the longest of the eleven-day trip. We’d ferried most of our



gear down to Louie’s to lighten our load. What’s more, the streams between my backyard and

our first camping spot were small and constricted. We’d have to navigate through real

whitewater shoals, a bevy of low-hanging trees, and three dams. In the rain and damp cold it

would be a challenge to get that far down the river before dark.When we reached the river,

Venable said, “Make sure this throw rope is always accessible in our canoe.” Venable gestured

to the standard piece of river-safety gear, a yellow bag full of coiled rope. “We’ll keep it close by

in case we need it.”Venable lashed our gear into the boat. We had planned to leave at 9:15,

and we were only a little late. I looked up and was surprised to see my chaplain friend Ron

Robinson walking toward us on the trail. He was wearing his white robe and colorful vestment

stole with his green rain jacket underneath. “I was afraid I would miss you,” Ron said. “I’m here

to bless your boat.”“Well, I’m glad you’re here,” I said, climbing back up the bank. “I can use all

the help I can get.”Ron walked down next to our canoe. He wore L.L. Bean boots, a precaution

against the rain and river mud. In his white, flowing robe he looked a little like a waterlogged

Friar Tuck.Venable and I squeezed in next to the canoe at creek side, and Ron stood at the

boat’s bow, looking out over the dark, watery scene. Ron’s the chaplain at Wofford College, a

mountain boy, part Cherokee. In his calling as preacher and college chaplain, Ron had blessed

textbooks, notes, pets, schedules, and faculty manuscripts. We stood piously by as our craft

joined Ron’s blessing list.In the misting rain Ron raised his right hand and said a traditional

Cherokee prayer, with a little Methodism thrown in. Ron continued by reading some poetry he’d

found:A ruined river road forms our southern property line,risks flood when the Lawson’s Fork

rises.Yesterday walking down slope, I slipped off my shoes and wadedthe orphan current,

glimpsed upstreama flowing, a future, and the run-off moving through.I couldn’t place the lines,

but I listened closely. They became like a mantra I could keep tucked away for later in the trip

when I might need them—“a flowing, a future.”“Where is that from?” I asked.“A poem you wrote

called ‘The Half-Finished House,’” he said, surprised I hadn’t recognized my own work.I

remembered the poem had been written years before while we were building our house there

on Lawson’s Fork. It had been my way of opening a conversation with my home place. Now,

with this trip downstream, I was continuing that conversation by seeing what waited out beyond

the force field exerted by hearth and home.Ron was right in that it was a river poem, an

anthem speaking of the uncertainty and risk of relationships with flowing water. The poem

mentioned flood, and already, with the weather report, I was worried that we would get on the

river and it would rise and force us to seek shelter on shore for several days, destroying my

schedule. I was a college professor with an extended spring break. I had only an eleven-day

window to complete the trip. Then I was due back on shore to teach my classes.The chaplain

stood and watched as we made the final preparations to head downstream. The rain fell a little

harder, and he pulled up the hood on his jacket. Venable lashed our dry bags into our canoe. I

stood by the creek and struck an explorer’s pose, gazing downstream. “Eleven days from now

we’ll be at the ocean,” I said. Come hell or high water, I should have added.I zipped my blue life

jacket over my blue rain gear. Venable put his camouflage jacket on top of his life jacket. He

said the dry life vest would retain a little more heat. We slipped the boat down the bank and

into Lawson’s Fork and set out. I started out in the bow, with Venable in the stern. After I’d

taken a stroke or two, I looked back at Venable. He’d pulled his hood up on his rain jacket. I

couldn’t look back too often or I might imagine a wild sermon as such someone from the

nineteenth century might spew. I paddled forward on that rain-darkened, narrow stream. Rio

ReventazónThis was the first major paddling trip for me since a vacation with Betsy and our

sons, Rob and Russell, had gone horribly wrong. Looking for a change of pace for Christmas

vacation we had set up a weeklong paddling adventure to Costa Rica with a fairly new outfitter



we found on the Internet.The trip had started out simply enough. Jeremy Garcia, the outfitter

and a world-class kayaker himself, picked us up in San José. He was maybe thirty years old,

short, dark haired, and curiously dressed more like a golfer than a whitewater guide—bright

orange Izod shirt, navy-and-purple madras shorts, white socks, and pearl-white running shoes.

Speaking little Spanish ourselves, we were relieved when we learned that Jeremy’s English

was excellent. He was excited—almost bubbly—about the idea of us kayaking with his fledgling

company for five days.After an hour’s drive, he dropped us at our hotel, the Interamericano, an

orange cinderblock building on the edge of Turrialba, a town of sixty thousand people in the

Central Valley of Costa Rica, near the country’s most popular whitewater rivers. We settled into

the first of several days of a vacation routine of paddling, cold showers, beers on the balcony

with fellow travelers, eggs and pico de gallo in the mornings, and hour-long shuttles to tropical

put-ins narrated by Jeremy from the front seat.For the first four days it was all pura vida, Costa

Rican for “the good life.” Jeremy’s father had been a raft guide in the early days of Costa Rican

whitewater, and his uncle owned one of the oldest rafting companies in Turrialba, Tico

Adventures. “Whitewater is in my blood,” Jeremy said our first day, laughing.Whitewater in his

blood or not, Jeremy was a little of a hybrid. Though born in Turrialba, he’d married an

American woman and lived half the year in Charlottesville, Virginia. His rafting business was

only a year old; the fancy Web site, our hotel manager told us, was likely financed by his wife’s

American dollars and designed up north. I liked Jeremy, and I gave our family over to his

preparations and decisions. This is what you do in the tourist industry. You trust your hosts.We

paddled progressively more difficult whitewater on our first three days in Costa Rica: the

Pejibaye and two sections of the Pacuare. Rob, aged twenty-one, and Russell, nineteen, were

strong kayakers, and I took turns in a kayak and in a raft with Betsy. The weather had been

perfect, but on our fourth night in Turrialba, it rained constantly. When Jeremy arrived to pick us

up at ten a.m. he said there had been a change of plans. Because of the volume of overnight

rain, he had switched the trip from the Upper Upper Pacuare to the Florida Section of the

Reventazón, a section he described as “class II/III.” He promised us we’d return to the Upper

Upper Pacuare on Saturday. He also said he hoped we didn’t mind but that he’d taken on a few

more guests who would be going with us: two geology graduate students from Utah, named

Bryce and Orion, and a Costa Rican family—there was an older woman, a younger woman, a

young man, a girl of about ten, and a tall gray-haired man who looked to be an American. We

loaded up and headed for the river, but we weren’t happy about the alteration. We thought we’d

paid enough for private trips. This seemed an inappropriate change of plans, but we kept our

mouths shut.As we drove the highway over to the Reventazón I saw that it had rained hard the

night before. There were fresh washouts along the road, and the creeks were running brown. I

asked Jeremy if the river would be higher than normal. “No, normal flow,” he said, deflecting my

question.What I saw when we arrived at the Reventazón put-in surprised me. I’d seen flooded

rivers before. The current was dark brown, and debris drifted downstream—small trees,

coconuts. The flood was not big, but it definitely was an overnight gully-washer flood. I

commented on this to Bryce and Orion. They said they’d toured a Reventazón dam upstream

the day before, and their host had mentioned there had been a large release.Jeremy and his

three Costa Rican guides loaded the rafts. I stood by the river with Rob and Russell, who were

going to paddle in kayaks. I had decided to take on this river in a raft with Betsy. We marveled

at the speed of the water.“What’s the flow?” I called to Jeremy.“Eight thousand cubic feet per

second,” he answered, seeming unconcerned. “Maybe even ten thousand.”Even to an

experienced kayaker, ten thousand cubic feet per second is huge. I figured that since this was

mostly a class II/III section that everything would wash out to big waves and avoidable



hydraulics. The last whitewater fatality in the country had been a decade earlier. What could go

wrong?The guides seemed nervous and took extra time with the safety talk riverside. They

went over everything—swimming positions, paddle rescues, throw ropes (there was one in

each raft), and kayak rescues. Jeremy explained how there were long, violent rapids on the

Reventazón. A swim was not something we wanted to happen. The safety talk was good and

thorough, but no one asked us to sign releases, and none of the guides checked to make sure

our life jackets were secure.Jeremy told us the trip should take about two hours and we would

beach the boats and scout at least two class IV rapids. That surprised me a little. On the

Pacuare they didn’t scout any of the class IV rapids. We would run the first class IV, Upper and

Lower Bamboo, before we ate lunch, he said.About noon we set out on the Rio Reventazón. In

my raft were Bryce and Orion up front, Betsy and I in the next compartment, and Jeremy

guiding in the rear of the raft. A tall, curly headed Costa Rican manned the other raft, which

held the other group of five. In addition to Rob and Russell, two of Jeremy’s guides were in

kayaks. They would serve as the safety boaters in case of trouble.The geologists were

experienced rafters. Soon as I felt the power of the water under us I was glad they were in our

boat. We practiced our forward and reverse strokes. I felt confident we could move the raft

around in the big water that was promised.One safety kayak went ahead. This safety boater we

called the Indian because he was dark skinned and had a very sharp nose and a nice smile.

Behind us came Luís, a safety boater we’d paddled with on the Pejibaye on Tuesday. Our boys

followed behind Luís. They were excited, and both had grins on their faces as we set out.The

first rapid was just below the put-in, a hard left turn with a big train of waves. We hugged the

river left bend and missed most of the big waves, as did the kayakers behind us. I remember

seeing Russell’s eyes get big as he looked down into the terminal breaking wave, six or seven

feet tall. Then the river took an even tighter left turn with a swirly eddy. Rob flipped but rolled up

quickly. Hardly ten minutes into the trip, Jeremy pulled us all over on a cobble bar and said,

“We’re approaching Upper and Lower Bamboo, the first class IV rapid.”From where we stood I

could see the constricted river sweep around the bend to the left. The rapid was so long that it

was impossible to see it all from one spot. Jeremy and the guides headed down to scout the

rapid, to look for the line down the flooding river.“There’s a big, big hole on river left and a very

big rock in the middle of the rapid at the bottom,” Jeremy said when he finally returned. We’d

have to work right to get around the big hole, and then work quickly back to avoid washing onto

the pillow rock. I saw concern on his face at what he’d seen around the bend, but he was ready

to go anyway.We sat back down in the rafts. By that time it was raining hard, and it made the

river seem darker than it was. One of the safety boaters took off down the rapid first. Our raft

followed closely behind but soon caught on a small rock. As we worked to free ourselves, the

other raft passed us. Rob, Russell, and the other safety boater brought up the rear.The rain

pounded the surface of the dark river. When we came around the bend it looked as if we were

headed down an escalator of brown-gray water spotted with waves and small pour overs. At

the bottom of the rapid it seemed half the river was piling against that huge boulder. There was

only one route through, a hard left ferry in front of the rock. I watched in stunned silence as the

other raft, fifty yards in front of us, rode completely up on the pillowed rock, hung there for a

second, and then dumped everyone into the churning river.As hard as we were paddling, we

were not going to make the move either. “Paddle forward! Paddle forward!” Jeremy screamed.

Then, “Back paddle!” He probably saved us with that call. We landed in a hydraulic, and all

collapsed inward into the raft.Jeremy directed traffic throughout the chaos of our raft caught in

the hydraulic. “Get the swimmers!” he yelled to the kayakers, including Rob and Russell, who

had made it through the rapid. “Get the swimmers!”All I saw was gear in the water. The lunch



bucket and a yellow helmet floated past. Just to our right bobbed an empty life jacket, buckled

up as if someone had slipped out of it. Betsy grabbed it and pulled it into our raft. The other raft

was gone. As we floated around the bend and into the next rapid, we saw the little girl from the

other raft clinging to a rock in the middle of the river. Orion reached out, plucked her off the

rock with one arm, and deposited her in our raft. She screamed in Spanish and clutched her

leg.We worked over to a cobble bar on river right and beached the raft. Russell had gone

downstream, along with two safety boaters, to get the runaway raft. Jeremy grabbed the throw

rope in the yellow bag, jumped out, and headed up the beach, where he met Rob, who had

pulled the older woman to shore. Jeremy took Rob’s spray skirt, his paddle, and his river shoes.

He stowed the throw rope behind the seat and made a quick count from the beach. He looked

back at me and said with confidence, “I think we have them all.”I watched as Jeremy ferried

across the river in Rob’s kayak. I paced the waterfront. I was uncomfortable standing there

without a throw rope. As a kayaker I’d never have gone on a river without one, but in that case

I’d trusted Jeremy’s raft company to supply what we needed for safety.A cutbank cliff blocked

my view of the big rock upstream where the spill had happened. Downstream the rapids

continued for hundreds of yards. I stood on a big boulder, and I could see the second raft

beached downstream on a cobble bar. I could make out three people standing with it. I waved

my hands, and one of them—was it Russell?—waved back.Our paddling group was strung out

over a half-mile of river around two big sweeping bends. There were eleven we could count for

certain. That left four unaccounted for. The initial chaos of the accident was clearing, and

concern was beginning to build. We could be here all night, I thought. An hour passed. Finally

my anxiety about the lost rafters got the best of me, so I walked upstream. As I approached

where the cliff cut off access to the beach, Jeremy and his boat appeared in midriver with the

two stranded rafters in the water, one clinging to the bow and one to the stern. “Kick! Kick your

feet and hold on!” he yelled.I ran down the beach following them but could do nothing else. I

watched as Jeremy entered the heavier water of the next rapid. His red kayak flipped. He tried

to roll once but popped out of his boat after one attempt. I watched helplessly as two yellow

helmets and Jeremy’s red one floated past and into the stronger rapids below. Two hundred

yards below, just upstream from Russell’s group, I watched as all three of the swimmers

slammed into a high rock wall. They bobbed there an instant, then washed downstream. I lost

track of them as they flushed into the next rapid.We waited fifteen more minutes on the beach,

stunned and unsure what exactly had happened. The curly headed raft guide suddenly arrived

from downstream. He put us all into the raft—seven of us, counting him—and we descended to

the next cobble beach, where the other raft sat. Russell and two guides were there, as well as

the old man and the young woman, who had washed down with Jeremy on the kayak. There

was no sign of Jeremy or the young man who had been in the other raft.The old man pulled up

his pants legs and showed me the cuts and bruises on his legs. “They told me this would be

safe. They told me this would be fun,” he said angrily. The young woman was crying. The old

man explained, “Her boyfriend is the missing one.”“Where is Jeremy?” I asked.“I saw him wash

past the cobble bar far out in the river and around the next bend,” Russell said. “He wasn’t

trying to swim, and he yelled something to me. I couldn’t hear it over the roar of the river.”I

figured that Jeremy had floated beyond the next bend and that we’d see him downstream on

shore.We loaded the rafts and launched into the torrent again, headed for a bridge that the

guides said was ten minutes downstream. Russell was still in his kayak. We paddled hard. We

were in shock. No Jeremy. When we beached the boats below the bridge, the police were

already there. I figured Jeremy must have called them. But it soon became obvious that no one

had seen Jeremy since Russell saw him disappear around the bend upstream. Soon it was



obvious to us that the other young man, the boyfriend, had not made it either.An hour later an

ambulance arrived and took the Latino family away. That left my family, Bryce, and Orion at the

take-out. We walked up to the bridge where there were three or four men looking upstream. In

the distance we saw the curly headed guide paddling toward us. He’d caught a ride to the put-

in to search for the missing boaters. He beached his boat and we could see he was crying.

Orion walked over and spoke with him.When Orion returned, he said, “Jeremy’s drowned.”We

huddled and hugged. Betsy wept. We walked over and told the curly headed guide how sorry

we were.There were so many unanswered questions when we left the scene. Was Jeremy

injured in the swim? Had he blown out his shoulder trying to roll the kayak with the rafters

clinging to it? How high was the river that day? Had Upper and Lower Bamboo changed

drastically in the floods from weeks before? Was it the young man’s life jacket we pulled into

the boat?There was nothing else we could do. The Costa Rica Adventures guides called us a

taxi and we went back the hour-long drive over the mountains to Turrialba. It was almost six

p.m. when we got in the taxi. When we arrived back in town we drove in past Costa Rica

Adventures and there were already dozens of cars gathered out front. We tried our best to

gather information through our hotel manager. I ran the scene over and over in my head that

night in my dreams. Next morning we heard they had not yet found the lost rafter. Someone

said he was an attorney from Zapote. We left Saturday on the first flight we could get out of

San José. Glendale and Little Five FallsNow I was on a river again. About a half-mile

downstream from our house a sheet of current slipped over the top of the Glendale dam. A

flotsam of logs and beer cans was lodged at the brink. The rising water had made the flow turn

muddy and thick. Behind the dam there was once a large pond, where picnicking locals from

Spartanburg had paddled pleasure boats on Sunday afternoons, but it had silted up almost to

the lip. Venable’s father used to ride the trolley out from Spartanburg and fish in the pond when

he was a student at Wofford College in the 1930s. Now there was nothing left of the pleasure

pond but a slow, narrow stretch of open water upstream, creek-wide and hip-deep. Even the

old pond’s flood flats were filled with an impressive seventy-five-year-old floodplain forest.We

landed and stood on the shore of the creek in a misting rain and stared at the falling water.

“The dam’s got a nice gentle angle,” I told Venable. “It’s so friendly at the bottom. Local

kayakers run it every time the water rises. This turns into a carnival play spot for twenty-

something creek boaters.”The young boaters in the area call it “hucking” when you paddle over

a waterfall and drop. The term probably started with skiing, but now it’s used for jumping off any

object in adventure sports—on skis, a bike, or in a boat. What would Huck Finn think of his

name being associated with something so distant from floating placidly downstream on a raft?

We paddled downstream through the rain for several hours and came to a steep, mountainlike

gorge where a series of shallow rocky ledges obstruct the creek above the confluence with the

Pacolet River. I call that stretch of the creek “Little Five Falls,” though it has very little in

common with the wild quarter-mile stretch of class IV/V white water on the Chattooga River it’s

named for. I’d named the feature a decade earlier because it was long and had five distinct

drops over river-wide ledges. The name stuck and even made it onto the descriptive paddletrail

signs at the creek’s put-ins and take-outs.In June 1999 nature writer David Taylor had put in at

Glendale and floated to Columbia in a kayak of mine, which he nicknamed the Ned Beatty,

after the actor who played Bobby Trippe, a paddler buggered and beaten in James Dickey’s

Deliverance. An essay David wrote about the journey, “The Ned Beatty and Me,” describes a

retreat from a bad marriage, a last goodbye to an eastern watershed he’d lived alongside, and

a joking fear of suffering Trippe’s fate while paddling South Carolina’s rivers. David’s journey

was perhaps the first from upstate toward the coast with real literary pretense. In his essay,



David reports lots of information from local river guides, but he also quotes literary luminaries

Dickey, Henry David Thoreau, and southern historian of the piedmont South W. J. Cash.David

says that Americans need some sort of wildness but that southerners have rarely faced it.

Southerners, he says, do not have to “confront New England winters.” Puritans, for whom the

woods were “a vast and howling wilderness,” did not colonize the South. Cavaliers and Scots-

Irish largely settled the region. For southerners, David says, “our wilderness is ourselves.”Rural

piedmont and mountain southerners are often considered wild and dangerous. Take a look at

Dukes of Hazzard, Deliverance, and even more recently, Talladega Nights. The villains that

populate these cultural markers are often more scary than catamounts or wolves.So why are

those from the piedmont perceived to be wild? In part it can be attributed to settlement

patterns. The southern piedmont, drained by the upper Santee system, was settled not by

Cavaliers from the coast but by border people of England and Scotland who came down the

Great Wagon Road from Philadelphia. These Scots-Irish settlers didn’t like rules or regulations.

They didn’t want anyone or anything, including a church, telling them what to do or how to live.

They arrived from Europe with little and cared almost nothing for recreating any of the cultural

forms they’d left behind.This theory is probably best articulated in the work of W. J. Cash. Cash

came of age in the upper reaches of the Broad River and in 1941 published The Mind of the

South. There he argued that the upper South, the piedmont we were paddling through, was

victim to a particular kind of meanness and blindness primarily because of its settlement

patterns.The Mind of the South debunks the idea that the South is all moonlight and

magnolias, plantations and refined gentlemen. Cash’s South is mean and base and primarily

governed and controlled by descendants of the lawless Scots-Irish. These were the people

David Taylor feared a little as he paddled from Spartanburg to Columbia.The Mind of the South

has never been out of print. It still has a wide and diverse readership and is still assigned in

colleges and universities, both in and outside the South. Some academics consider it an

important primary source on the natural history of southern culture. Others consider it a

scholarly embarrassment full of racist ideas and dangerous rhetoric.David Taylor, like Cash,

believes wildness resides in the southern mind: “If the dominant mood is one of sultry reverie,

the land is capable of other and more somber moods. There are days when … the sad

knowledge of the grave stirs in the subconscious and bends the spirit to melancholy … when

the nerves wilt under terrific impact of sun and humidity.” The insinuation here is that the

weather makes us mean down South and that the land turns us wild.When we arrived at the

Little Five Falls the gray ledges and cobble beds stood out against the dark water and the

emerging green of the stream-side trees. Between the ledges it was mostly so shallow that we

had to drag our canoe over the sharp rock features. When we finally reached the bottom of the

ledges, Venable looked around and said, “Walking our boats through the shallows is probably

the most dangerous thing we’ll do on this trip.”If you were a kayaker it would be impossible to

live with a creek in your backyard and not think of paddling it in flood. High water means

excitement and thrills. I’d hopped on my home creek only twice at flood stage, once a few years

earlier with my son Rob, and the other time with both Rob and Russell. Each time we made the

four-mile trip down to the Goldmine Road bridge, but not without incident, not without

adrenaline at redline levels. The first time, Rob flipped in a big standing wave a half-mile above

the confluence with the Pacolet River. He disappeared, and I followed through the wave and

flipped as well. We both rolled our kayaks up safely in a big eddy, but the river below us was a

minefield of boiling eddies and large submerged rock ledges with pour-over holes. After the flip,

I put my boat on my shoulder and carried around the worst of it. I pulled out a safety rope. Rob

ran on down, hugging the left bank.The second time I paddled the flooded Lawson’s Fork, the



water was even higher. Rob and Russell and I got in trouble at dusk when we were swept

under a strainer, an oak that had fallen and blocked the whole river. We emerged unhurt, but

any of the three of us could have drowned. We were all well beyond adrenaline and into a

shaky fear by the time we got off the river that night. I lost my boat and it was only after the

river had dropped that Steve Patton and I found it eight feet up in a tree a mile down the

Pacolet.Then on this trip to the sea, when we arrived at the perilous place where my sons and I

had found fear, I saw that the oak log had survived intervening floods. The log still spanned the

narrow space between banks high over our heads. I asked Venable to beach the canoe just

upstream on a sandbar. In the lower water the oak formed a natural bridge, not a deadly

obstruction.I hopped out of the canoe and walked a few yards along the bank, using my paddle

as a staff to steady me on the rocky bottom. I was soon up under the log. Above me the old

bark of the dead tree hung like a curtain in long, grisly strips flailed from the trunk by the

passing floods. The bark looked like prayer flags or dirty vestments. I held up my paddle and

could barely reach them.Venable walked up the shore too and looked at the log, shading his

eyes. “So this is where you passed under?” he asked.“This is the spot,” I said. “The pressure

was so strong it launched me on the other side.”“Stand right there for a minute. I’ll go back and

get my camera. I should get your picture with it.”Venable walked back, leaving me there for a

moment. I remembered a photo I had found on the Web of Jeremy Garcia’s drowned corpse

washed up on the shore of the Rio Reventazón. In the photo Jeremy’s barefoot body was

curled into a ball. He still wore his helmet and life jacket. A rescuer stood next to him and

looked at the camera, a late witness to what had been a lonely tragedy. There could have been

similar shots of us if things had gone differently. Wildness is not only in ourselves, as David

Taylor had postulated on this very same river. Wildness is also waiting outside us, and we

stumble into it in a series of collisions. These mistakes and surprises are often what form a

memorable journey, but they’re also what make for tragedies. Venable snapped the photo. I

kept my eyes steady and didn’t look up.

Rosalie Edge, Hawk of Mercy: The Activist Who Saved Nature from the Conservationists

(Wormsloe Foundation Nature Book) (Wormsloe Foundation Publication Book 25), My Paddle

to the Sea: Eleven Days on the River of the Carolinas (Wormsloe Foundation Publication),

Chattahoochee River User's Guide (Wormsloe Foundation Publication Book 2), The River: A

novel, Her Island: The Story of Quetico's Longest Serving Interior Ranger, To the River: A

Journey Beneath the Surface (Canons Book 71)

Jeff, “a nice trip down the river without having to master the J stroke. Having grown up paddling

what I considered the rivers of the Carolinas (the Cape Fear and Yadkin/Pee Dee watersheds),

I have wanted for some time to take this trip (on paper) with John Lane down the Broad,

Conagree and Santee Rivers. This basin does drain both of the Carolinas, but only a part of

the western part of the state. When I lived in Hickory NC in the mid-80s, I had paddled a

couple of rivers that flowed into the Santee basin through the Catawba River. Lane limits his

trip to the lessor of the Carolinas (South Carolina) as he stars out on Larson Fork, a creek that

flows by the back of his property in Spartanburg, and follows it downriver to the sea. But he

doesn’t begin with this trip, but with a fateful family vacation three months earlier in Costa Rica,

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/bDXbl/My-Paddle-to-the-Sea-Eleven-Days-on-the-River-of-the-Carolinas-Wormsloe-Foundation-Publication


where they paddled Whitewater Rivers. It had been raining and on their last day, there were

several fatalities. Thankfully, the Lane family all survived, but it was a horrifying

experience.Lane is not the first to paddle this river, nor even the first to write about it. In his

possession, he carried the writings of others who have paddled the river, including a group of

students from the college where he teaches (Wofford College), who’d paddled the river in the

late 60s. Although today, much of the river goes unnoticed, in the 18th and 19th centuries,

before the railroad, water was the easiest way to travel up country.Lane is accompanied by two

friends. Venable, a lawyer from South Carolina who found a new and agreeable life in Alaska

joins him for the first week. He a large burly dude that looks like a bit like a John Brown and

John Muir mix (139). Although he sympathizes to environmental causes, he never joined the

Sierra Club because he disliked their cup (73). The man must have spent his time hiking in

well watered locations and not had to scoop water from streams or springs that’s only an inch

or so deep. Lane and Venerable paddle through the upper part of the river. Most of their days

are rainy, but they make the best of it as they share stories of their lives and experiences

outdoors. At Lake Marion, Venable heads off to do some turkey hunting before heading back

to Alaska. Steve, a slender but strong paddler, joins Lane as they paddle through coastal plain

on the way to the sea.The two sections of the river are very different. The upper part of the

river is fast as the water rush off the mountains and foothills. Along the way, they pass places

of history, where water powered industry. Some of these dams are still present and present

challenges for them as they canoe downriver. This section of the river drains a large amount of

the upcountry and even parts of Western North Carolina (through the Warteree/Catawba River

system that joins the Congaree to form the Santee. Lane mixes into his narrative history from

the region. This area saw Revolutionary War battles. In the early 18th Century, they attempted

to tame the river for transportation and power. The river proved especially difficult for

transportation and most of the canals were soon abandoned. However, “the rivers, like the

Scots-Irish who settled the upcountry, had proved stubborn and resistant to authority” (117).In

addition to historical insights, Lane shares stories of authors who lived along the river. Two of

the more prominent ones are Julia Peterkin and Archibald Ruthledge. I’ve not read Peterkin

(but she’s now on my list) but I have found the writings of Ruthledge to be soulful. Although I

have a problem with his paternalistic views of African-Americans (but then he was writing in the

30s and 40s), I am moved by the way he describes the land and appreciates the wilderness of

the Santee River. Lane also offers a bit of advice on the art of canoeing and canoe-camping,

including a nice description of the “J-Stroke” which the paddler in the stern uses to keep the

canoe straight.The book ends, unsurprisingly, at the sea! Reading My Paddle to the Seas is

an easy and enjoyable float without ever getting muddy or having a sore back from a day of

paddling.”

Wader, “new words on an old river. If you enjoy rivers this is a must read. Both a journal about

paddling and a history of South Carolina rivers, John Lane has given us a delightful story to

inspire others to paddle and to write.Seldom have I had a writer's work prompt me to re read

other books. Midway I marked my place and retrieved from my library River of the Carolinas:

The Santee by Henry Savage Jr. It would take me several hours to return to Lane's story.An

absolute treat!”

Dave Lovett, “Great read. I felt like I was on the .... Great read. I felt like I was on the river with

them.  The only drawback is wanting to hit the river for your own  expedition.”



Betty Wilson Beamguard, “Rich and never boring. Lane's book is filled with information about

South Carolina waterways, history, ecology issues and wildlife, as well as personal musings

and wonderful tales of outdoor adventures. I've paddled and camped many of the places

mentioned and thoroughly enjoyed his book.”

wmrhode, “Terrific travel narrative and much more. This is a terrific, selfless river trip account,

which for me taught much about a part of the country I otherwise know little about. The travel

writing mixes well with both historical insights and what this watershed faces in the present-

day, with the latter never erring toward screed. South Carolinians should certainly be proud of

this book and the region it describes, and anyone else reading will understand that pride.

While Lane rightfully doesn't shy from the darker aspects of the area's past (or present), it's the

rivers he travels and how they affect those who live around them that keep the tempo upbeat

and a joy to read.  Great book.”

William Dennis Ely, Jr., “Great Book!. I love to read adventure books but this one comes with a

plus. The author includes history of the rivers and its people to draw you into the adventure.”

Surf1974, “A+. Husband loves this book.”

The book by John Lane has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 18 people have provided feedback.
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